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Abstract
We derive generalized Lu¨scher formulas for finite size corrections
in a theory with a general dispersion relation. For the AdS5 × S5
superstring these formulas encode leading wrapping interaction ef-
fects. We apply the generalized µ-term formula to calculate finite size
corrections to the dispersion relation of the giant magnon at strong
coupling. The result exactly agrees with the classical string computa-
tion of Arutyunov, Frolov and Zamaklar. The agreement involved a
Borel resummation of all even loop-orders of the BES/BHL dressing
factor thus providing a strong consistency check for the choice of the
dressing factor.
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1 Introduction
One of the most interesting and rapidly developing lines of investigation in
recent years has been the study of integrable structures discovered on both
sides [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] of the AdS/CFT correspondence [7]. The recent devel-
opments allow for an interpolation all the way from weak to strong coupling
moving us closer to the complete knowledge of the anomalous dimensions of
all operators on the N = 4 SYM gauge theory side, and the energy spectrum
of the quantized superstring in AdS5 × S5.
A lot is currently known about the properties of the integrable worldsheet
theory of the superstring in AdS5×S5 on the plane. The full exact S-matrix
is now believed to be known. Initially its structure in various subsectors of
the theory has been uncovered [8, 9], which culminated with [10] where the
su(2|2) × su(2|2) ⊂ psu(2, 2|4) symmetry has been exploited to determine
the S-matrix up to a scalar function
S(p1, p2) = S0(p1, p2) ·
[
Sˆsu(2|2)(p1, p2)⊗ Sˆsu(2|2)(p1, p2)
]
(1)
The function S0(p1, p2) is related to the the dressing factor σ
2(p1, p2) which
is 1 at weak coupling up to three loops and whose leading and subleading be-
haviour at strong coupling has been determined in [11] and [12] respectively.
The task of fixing the dressing factor at all values of the coupling has
been concluded in [13], where a specific solution of crossing constraints [14]
in [15] was chosen based on arguments of transcendentality [16, 17, 13]. A
very nontrivial cross-check of this choice was the 4-loop calculation of [18].
The BES/BHL dressing factor satisfies all known constraints both at
weak and at strong coupling, yet it is not known how unique is this choice.
So it is also interesting to independently test as large part of this solution
as possible. A 2-loop test has been performed in the near-flat space limit in
[19], while the considerations in [20] on the location of double poles involve
the full expression. As a byproduct, the present paper provides a stringent
test sensitive to all even loop orders at strong coupling.
Despite our almost complete knowledge of the S matrix of the theory and
the knowledge of the energies of states with large R-charge J (equivalently
the anomalous dimensions of long operators) through the asymptotic Bethe
ansatz, not much is known for operators for finite J . On the gauge theory
side, it is known [21] that at roughly J loop order wrapping interactions
appear, which are not expected to be captured by the asymptotic Bethe
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ansatz. As one increases the coupling, and keeps J fixed the problem becomes
more and more severe. Recently there appeared some explicit calculations
which showed the limitations of the asymptotic Bethe ansatz both at weak
[22] and at strong [23, 24, 25] coupling. It would be very interesting to
understand these phenomenae on some general grounds.
In order to proceed one may try to take here either the gauge theory
perspective using the spin chain language or the dual string theory point of
view. It seems that in this case it is this dual string formulation which is
more fruitful.
In [26] it has been suggested that wrapping interactions correspond to
finite size corrections of the integrable worldsheet quantum field theory which
arise due to virtual corrections such as a virtual particle going around the
circumference of the cylinder. It has been argued that, as it happens in
conventional relativistic integrable field theories, these finite size corrections
are uniquely determined by the knowledge of the theory at infinite size.
In fact, in relativistic integrable field theories, leading formulas for mass
(energy) finite size correction were derived long time ago by Lu¨scher [27].
The leading correction is the sum of two terms – the F-term
∆mF (L) = −m
∫ ∞
−∞
dθ
2pi
e−mL cosh θ cosh θ
∑
b
(
Sabab
(
θ + i
pi
2
)
− 1
)
(2)
and the µ-term
∆mµ(L) = −
√
3
2
m
∑
b,c
Mabc(−i) resθ=2pii/3 Sabab(θ) · e−
√
3
2
mL (3)
quoted here for a theory with a single mass scale [28] in 1+1 dimensions.
Sabab(θ) is the (infinite volume) S-matrix element, and Mabc = 1 if c is a
bound state of a and b and zero otherwise. The F-term formula has the
interpretation of a virtual particle going around the cylinder and interacting
with the physical particle. This process is depicted graphically at the right
in fig. 1. The µ-term arises due to the splitting of the particle into a pair of
virtual (but on-shell) particles which then recombine. This process is shown
on the left in fig. 1.
Unfortunately, we cannot use directly the above formulae since the world-
sheet theory is not relativistic. Indeed the elementary excitations (magnons
3
Figure 1: The diagram to the left (the µ-term) shows a particle splitting in
two virtual, on-shell particles, traveling around the cylinder and recombining.
The diagram to the right (the F-term) shows a virtual particle going around
the circumference of the cylinder.
[29]) obey the dispersion relation
E =
√
1 + 8g2 sin2
p
2
(4)
where g is related to the ‘t Hooft coupling as g2 = λ
8pi2
. In [26] considerations
related to the Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz approach to finite size correc-
tions led to suggestions for the form of exponential terms (magnitudes) of
the corrections for the AdS5 × S5 worldsheet theory. However a complete
formula together with the prefactor was still missing.
The aim of this paper is to provide a diagrammatic derivation for the
leading finite size correction to the energy of a magnon and to explicitly
evaluate the µ-term in this case at strong coupling. This particular calcu-
lation is interesting since there exists a classical string computation for the
same quantity [25] with which one can compare.
Finally let us note that the complexity of the dressing phase has prompted
several groups to suggest that it can be obtained in some simpler setting by
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eliminating other degrees of freedom/higher levels [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. We
hope that the formalism of finite size corrections may be a strong test on the
proposed constructions as it is sensitive to all virtual particles of the theory.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we will review recent
results on finite size corrections both at weak and at strong coupling. In
section 3 we will show how the postulated exponential terms reproduce the
magnitudes of these corrections. In section 4 we present a diagrammatic
derivation of the finite size corrections which generalize (2)-(3) to a theory
with a quite general dispersion relation. We then apply the generalized for-
mula for the µ-term to the case of a magnon at strong coupling. We also
consider the case of general light-cone gauges (a-gauges) for the worldsheet
theory. We close the paper with conclusions and some appendices with more
technical parts of the calculations.
2 Finite size corrections
As mentioned in the introduction, recently there appeared a number of ex-
plicit computations which showed the limitations of the asymptotic Bethe
ansatz. In this section we would like to briefly review these results.
At weak coupling, wrapping interactions appear generically at the order
g2L, although for some operators that order may be higher1. Thus e.g. for
the Konishi operator wrapping interactions appear at four loops. Obtaining
explicit predicitions seemed therefore to be nearly hopeless. However in [22]
it was shown that results from asymptotic Bethe ansatz at four loops, i.e.
exactly where we expect additional wrapping contributions, are in conflict
with perturbative expectations from BFKL.
At strong coupling, in [23, 24] exponential corrections beyond asymptotic
Bethe ansatz for spinning strings in the su(2) and sl(2) sector were deter-
mined. The magnitude of these corrections is
e
− 2piJ√
λ (5)
Finally, finite size corrections were found for the giant magnon dispersion
relation at strong coupling from classical string solutions [25, 35]. They have
1This happens when an operator of bigger length is a member of the same supersym-
metry multiplet.
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the form
δEstring = −
√
λ
pi
· 4
e2
· sin3 p
2
· e−
2piJ√
λ sin
p
2 ≡ −g · 8
√
2
e2
· sin3 p
2
· e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
J
(6)
where we gave the result both in terms of λ and in terms of g which we
will use. The curious numerical prefactor includues e = exp(1), the base of
natural logarithm. This result is even more interesting when one compares
it to finite size corrections for the magnon computed within the Hubbard
model approach [36] which gives [36, 35]
δEHubbard = − pi√
λ
· 2 · 1
sin p
2
· e−
2piJ√
λ sin
p
2 (7)
We see that the exponential term is identical in both expressions, while the
prefactors differ not only in momentum dependence but also in the scaling
with λ. The main motivation of the present paper is to understand quan-
titatively the origin of these expressions and to show that they follow from
a worldsheet quantum field theoretical picture of virtual corrections going
around the circumference of the (worldsheet) cylinder as advocated in [26].
3 TBA motivated exponential terms
In [26] it was suggested that finite size corrections to energies of string states
could be found from a Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz reasoning following
the route applied already with success to relativistic integrable field theories
initially for the ground state [37] and later extended to excited states [38].
The TBA framework suggests a natural generalization [26] to the case of the
worldsheet superstring theory which is not relativistic due to the nonstandard
dispersion relation (4). Other approaches used in the relativistic context,
such as NLIE [39, 40] or [41, 42] seem to be more difficult to adapt here.
The basic idea of TBA is to perform a spacetime interchange. In order to
find the energy of a (ground) state for the theory on a circle of circumference
J , one considers the (euclidean) partition function
Z = tr e−RH (8)
withR→∞. The same quantity may be interpreted as the partition function
for the theory, with space and time interchanged, on a very big circle of
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circumference R at a temperature 1/J . The advantage is that in this case
the Bethe ansatz is exact (since R→∞) and one can use it to obtain explicit
integral equations for the exact energies. This approach was later extended
to excited states in [38].
Following these reasonings, [26] suggested that the magnitude of the ex-
ponential finite size corrections is
e−ETBAJ (9)
where ETBA = −ip and pTBA = −iE. For the dispersion relation (4) this
leads to
e
−2J arcsinh
„
1√
8g2
·
√
1+p2
TBA
«
(10)
This term should be understood as an analog of e−L cosh θ in the F-term (2).
Generalization of the µ-term is more heuristic. The µ-term comes from a
particle with momentum p splitting into on-shell constituents with momenta
pc and p− pc. The exponential term in2 (3) then can be rewritten as
e−J ·Im pc (11)
In this paper we will independently derive the complete expressions for the
generalized F- and µ-terms including the preexponential prefactors. For the
moment let us see how these heuristic expressions (10)-(11) fit the results
reviewed in the previous section. Some of these results were already discussed
in [26].
At weak coupling, when g is small, the arcsinh behaves like − log g+ . . .,
therefore [26]
e−LETBA ∼ g2L · . . . (12)
exactly as expected for wrapping interactions.
At strong coupling, the argument of arcsinh is small so effectively we get
[26]
e−LETBA ∼ e− L√2g
√
1+p2
TBA ∼ e− L√2g ≡ e− 2piL√λ (13)
which is just the exponential term in the correction for the spinning string
in [23, 24].
2And its nonzero p generalization.
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Finally let us consider (11) at strong coupling. We have to solve the
on-shell condition3√
1 +
λ
pi2
sin2
p
2
=
√
1 +
λ
pi2
sin2
pc
2
+
√
1 +
λ
pi2
sin2
p− pc
2
(14)
Perturbatively we find
pc = p +
2pii√
λ sin p
2
(15)
Plugging this back into (11) we obtain
e−J ·Im pc = e
− 2piJ√
λ sin
p
2 (16)
which is exactly the exponential term appearing in the finite size corrections
to the giant magnon dispersion relation. From the above derivation we see
that this term is very generic and depends only on the dispersion relation (4).
Thus it is not surprising that both the string result (6) and the Hubbard one
(7) have the same exponential term. The aim of this paper is to understand
also the prefactor in (6) which should be sensitive not only to the kinematics
but also to the details of the dynamics of the worldsheet theory.
4 Diagrammatic derivation of the prefactor
In this section we will derive, using an adaptation of the diagrammatic meth-
ods of [27, 28], formulas for F- and µ-term corrections for a field theory with
a generic dispersion relation for elementary excitations. In general we have
to make some assumptions about normalizations of states and the form of
Green’s functions. These are quite plausible but we do not prove them. In
the course of the calculation we will also assume that the same types of di-
agrams give dominant finite size corrections as in the relativistic case. We
thus treat this derivation in a somewhat heuristic manner.
Our derivation follows closely the relativistic diagrammatic derivation as
discussed in [28].
3In fact the particle with momentum pc could be the BPS bound state with energy√
4 + λ
pi2
sin2 pc
2
. This does not change the subsequent results as long as the particle with
momentum p− pc is just a magnon.
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Green’s function
We assume that we are dealing with a 2D quantum field theory whose ele-
mentary excitations follow a dispersion relation
E2 = ε2(p) (17)
In the relativistic case ε2(p) = m2+p2 while for the AdS5×S5 worldsheet the-
ory ε2(p) = 1+8g2 sin2 p
2
. We note the similarity between the two dispersion
relations - both of which are of the square-root type.
Let us consider a two point Euclidean Green’s function for the elementary
excitations and its Fourier transform:
〈φa(x)φb(0)〉 = δab
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
eipxGa(p) (18)
We define the self-energy Σ through
Ga(p)
−1 = ε2E + ε
2(p)− Σ (19)
where εE is the Euclidean energy. The Green’s function should have a pole
along the mass shell manifold ε2E + ε
2(p) = 0. Moreover we fix its residue by
analogy with relativistic case
res
ε2
E
Ga(p) = 1
(
i.e. res
εE
=
1
2εE
)
(20)
This means that both Σ and its partial derivatives vanish on mass shell. In
the following we will also need to know the appropriate residue w.r.t. the
spatial momentum which is
res
p1=p∗
Ga(p) =
1
ε2(p∗)′
(21)
Let us now put the theory on a cylinder of circumference L. Then the
self energy will get modified and one can compute the L-dependent shift of
the energy by examining the condition for the pole of the Green’s function
ε2E + ε
2(p)− ΣL(p) = 0 (22)
with εE = i(ε(p) + δεL). In this way we get the key formula
δεL = − 1
2ε(p)
ΣL(p) (23)
We thus have to calculate the shift of the self energy due to finite size effects.
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Figure 2: The graphs giving a leading finite size correction to the self energy:
a) Iabc, b) Jabc, c) Kab. The filled circles are the vertex functions Γ, empty
circles represent the 2-point Green’s function. The letter L represents the
factor of e−iq
1L and the letters in italics label the type of particles.
Finite size self energy correction ΣL(p)
When we put a theory on a cylinder of circumference L, the coordinate space
cylinder Green’s function can be reconstructed from averaging the infinite
volume Green’s function over translations x→ x+ nL. In momentum space
one will get just factors of einp
1L with n ∈ Z which should be redistributed
over all lines. We will now assume, following [27] in the relativistic case, that
the leading finite size correction arises from a graph where only a single line
has a factor eiq
1L + e−iq
1L. Since we are integrating over the loop variable q,
we can substitute eiq
1L + e−iq
1L → 2e−iq1L under the integral, for that single
line. All remaining parts of the graph are computed with infinite L Feynman
rules.
Following [28] we get three types of graphs contributing to the self-energy
of a particle of type a:
ΣL =
1
2
(∑
bc
Iabc +
∑
bc
Jabc +
∑
b
Kab
)
(24)
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These graphs are shown in figure 2. The corresponding expressions are
Iabc =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
2e−iq
1LGb(q)Gc(q + p)Γabc(−p,−q, p+ q)Γacb(p,−p− q, q)
Jabc =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
2e−iq
1LGb(q)Γbbc(q,−q, 0)Gc(0)Γaac(−p, p, 0)
Kab =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
2e−iq
1LGb(q)Γaabb(p,−p, q,−q) (25)
where the Γ’s are the 3- and 4-point vertex functions.
The idea now is to shift the contour of integration over the momentum
q1 to imaginary values (Im q1 = κ < 0 here). Then the contribution of
the shifted contour will be exponentially supressed by e−κL, which we will
henceforth neglect. However, on the way, we get contributions from the poles
of the propagators G.(q). This forces the appropriate line to be on-shell i.e.
q1 = q∗ where
q0E
2
+ ε(q∗)2 = 0 (26)
Let us work this out for the case of the AdS5 × S5 superstring theory. Then
using ε(p) =
√
1 + 8g2 sin2 p/2 we get
q∗ = −i2 arcsinh
√
1 + q2√
8g2
(27)
where we denoted q0E by q. Note that when we interpret the euclidean energy
as momentum pTBA, this is exactly (±i)ETBA that we obtain from the space-
time interchange principle advocated in [26]. Moreover the factor e−iq
1L
becomes
e−iq
1L ≡ e−iq∗L = e−L·ETBA(q) = e−L·2 arcsinh
√
1+q2√
8g2 (28)
which coincides with the formula (10) suggested in [26].
Before we proceed let us note that there is a subtlety associated with the
graph Iabc. There one can pick up two poles – one associated with Gb(q),
the other one associated with Gc(q + p). We will denote the contribution
of the first pole by I+abc, and of the second one by I
−
abc. It is convenient to
shift the integration variable in I−abc as qold = qnew − p. Then the value of the
momentum at the pole, q∗, will be the same for all graphs I±abc, Jabc and Kab.
The shift of the integration variable qold = qnew−p has another important
consequence. Since q is Euclidean while p is Minkowskian, the contour of
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integration over Euclidean energy got shifted into the complex plane. During
this process, one may encounter a pole. The additional contribution of such
a pole, evaluated by residues is exactly the µ-term. We will come back to
this point at the end of this section.
In addition, following [28], let us change I−abc → I−acb since we are summing
over b and c anyway. At this stage, after taking the residue at (26) and
using (21) we are left with
ΣL =
1
2
· 2 ·
∫
dq0E
2pi
i
ε2(q∗)′
· e−|q∗|L · Integrand (29)
where the Integrand is given by a sum of terms coming from I+abc + I
−
acb +
Jabc +Kab:
Integrand =
∑
bc
(
Γabc(−p,−q, p+ q)Gc(p + q)Γacb(p,−p− q, q) +
+ Γacb(−p, p− q, q)Gc(p− q)Γabc(p,−q, q − p) +
+ Γaac(p,−p, 0)Gc(0)Γbbc(q,−q, 0) +
+ Γaabb(p,−p, q,−q)
)
(30)
with both p and q being on-shell. Note that in the second line, coming
from I−acb, we made the appropriate shift of the momentum q. The crucial
observation is now that the integrand is just an amputated connected 4-point
forward Green’s function between on-shell particles (see e.g. [28]). We thus
get
ΣL =
∫
dq0E
2pi
i
ε2(q∗)′
· e−|q∗|L ·
∑
b
Gabab(−p,−q, p, q) (31)
In order to obtain the final expression it remains to connect the forward
Green’s function with the on-shell S-matrix of the theory.
Link with the S-matrix
The 4-point Green’s function appearing in (31) is essentially the S-matrix up
to a different normalization convention which we will now discuss.
We define the scalar product between asymptotic states in analogy to the
relativistic case as
〈b(q)|a(p)〉 = δab2p0 · 2piδ(p1 − q1) (32)
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The (forward) S-matrix appears as the scalar product between 2-particle in
and out states, with the normalization (32) factored out:
out〈b(q′)a(p′)|b(q)a(p)〉in = 4p0q0(2pi)2δ(p1
′ − p1)δ(q1′ − q1)Sbaba(q, p)
≡ δfiSbaba(q, p) (33)
On the other hand the forward Green’s function Gabab(−p,−q, p, q) which is
identified with the forward elastic amplitude Tab(p, q|p, q) is defined through
out〈b(q′)a(p′)|b(q)a(p)〉in = δfi + i(2pi)2δ(2)(p′ + q′ − p− q)Tab(p, q|p, q) (34)
where δfi is defined as in (33). In order to express T through S we have
to calculate the Jacobian between the delta functions appearing in (33) and
(34):
δ(2)(p′ + q′ − p− q) = 1
ε′(p1)− ε′(q1) · δ(p
1′ − p1)δ(q1′ − q1) (35)
Putting these formulas together we get
Gabab(−p,−q, p, q) = −4iε(p)ε(q∗)(ε′(q∗)− ε′(p))
[
Sbaba(q, p)− 1
]
(36)
which completes our derivation. For relativistic kinematics, the above for-
mula reduces to the standard one
Gabab(−p,−q, p, q) = −4imamb sinh(θq − θp)
[
Sbaba(θq − θp)− 1
]
(37)
Final formulas
Inserting the relation (36) into (31) and (23), we thus arrive at our final
formula for the generalized F-term finite size correction to the energy of a
particle a with momentum p:
δεFa = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
(
1− ε
′(p)
ε′(q∗)
)
· e−iq∗L ·
∑
b
(
Sbaba(q∗, p)− 1
)
(38)
Here q is the original euclidean energy which plays the role of momentum
(pTBA) in the space-time interchanged theory, E = ε(p) is the dispersion
relation and q∗ is determined by the on-shell condition
q2 + ε2(q∗) = 0 (39)
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Let us now proceed to obtain the generalized form of the µ-term contri-
bution. In the course of derivation of the formula (38), we have moved the
contour of integration of the euclidean momentum into the complex plane
picking up a pole of the Green’s function putting the particle effectively on-
shell and thus reducing the original double integral to a single integral over
euclidean energy which plays the role of momentum in the space-time inter-
changed theory. However there was a subtlety that then in the graph I−acb
the mass-shell condition was different from the one in the remaining graphs.
This could be compensated by a shift of the q contour. In doing so one
may encounter additional poles, the residues of which generate the µ-term
contribution. Thus we obtain the generalized expression for the µ-term
δεµa = −i
(
1− ε
′(p)
ε′(q˜∗)
)
· e−ETBA(q˜∗)L · res
q=q˜
∑
b
Sbaba(q∗, p) (40)
where q˜ is the Euclidean energy of the pole of the S-matrix, while q˜∗ is the
corresponding momentum.
Before we apply the above formula to calculate leading finite size correc-
tions to the giant magnon dispersion relation in the following section, let us
illustrate how the generalized F-term formula (38) reduces to the ordinary
one for the case of relativistic kinematics i.e. when ε(p) =
√
1 + p2. It is
rather difficult to keep track of all the choices of branches for the rapidity
coordinates when performing the Wick rotations and shifts of the contours
so we will not attempt to do it here. In addition there are various con-
ventions for the S-matrix (see e.g. [20]). As in the case of the magnon
calculation presented in the remaining part of the paper we will justify our
choices a-posteriori by the final result. However it would be very interest-
ing to rigorously fix all such ambiguities from first principles. We leave this
extension for future work.
In the relativistic case one can reduce the formula (38) to the classical
result in a simple manner when one retains a factor of eiq
1L and not e−iq
1L.
Then the on-shell condition is satisfied by
q ≡ −iq0 = sinh θ ≡ cosh
(
θ + i
pi
2
)
(41)
q∗ ≡ q1 = i cosh θ ≡ sinh
(
θ + i
pi
2
)
(42)
In the relativistic case ε′(p) = p/ε(p) = tanh θp. Thus we obtain after some
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manipulations
δεFrelativistic =
−1
cosh θp
∫ ∞
−∞
dθ
2pi
cosh (θ − θp)·e−L cosh θ·
∑
b
(
Sbaba
(
θ + i
pi
2
− θp
)
− 1
)
(43)
which is exactly the formula derived in [28]. When the particle is at rest, θp =
0, we obtain the classical Luscher formula for the finite size mass shift (2).
5 The giant magnon finite J corrections
Let us now apply the preceeding formalism to compute the leading finite
size corrections to the giant magnon. From the discussion in section 3, we
see that the exponential term of the classical correction is captured by the
µ-term. We will now calculate the prefactor of the exponential term using
(40). This requires taking the residue at the BPS bound state [38] pole.
Kinematics
In order to apply the generalized formula (40) to the case at hand we have
to calculate the various kinematical factors appearing in (40) at the position
of the BPS bound state pole.
The energy and momentum of a particle (magnon) in the worldsheet
theory of the superstring in AdS5×S5 is encoded in two (complex) variables
x± constrained by the equation
x+ +
1
x+
− x− − 1
x−
= i
√
2
g
(44)
The above equation defines a torus, so equivalently one may use a parametriza-
tion by a single complex parameter (generalized rapidity) in the complex
plane being the universal covering space of the torus [14]. We will not, how-
ever, use this parametrization in the present paper.
The energy and momentum are then reconstructed from
eip =
x+
x−
E =
√
2gi(x− − x+)− 1 (45)
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There exist inverse formulas expressing x± in terms of the momentum, albeit
with a branch cut ambiguity:
x± =
1 +
√
1 + 8g2 sin2 p
2√
8g2 sin p
2
e±i
p
2 (46)
We will need to find explicitly the x±p parameters of the magnon up to
O (1/g2) accuracy. We obtain from (46)
x+p = e
ip
2
(
1 +
1√
8g2 sin p
2
+O
(
1
g2
))
x−p = e
−ip
2
(
1 +
1√
8g2 sin p
2
+O
(
1
g2
))
(47)
These expressions indeed satisfy the constraint equation up toO (1/g2) terms.
The corresponding BPS bound state is determined by the equation x+p = x
−
q .
Thus
x−q = e
ip
2
(
1 +
1√
8g2 sin p
2
+O
(
1
g2
))
(48)
and the corresponding x+q can be found to be
4
x+q = e
ip
2
(
1 +
3√
8g2 sin p
2
+O
(
1
g2
))
(49)
It will be useful to obtain explicit formulas for the momentum q˜∗ correspond-
ing to the BPS pole as a function of p. By definition
eiq˜∗ ≡ x
+
q
x−q
∼ 1 + 1√
2g2 sin p
2
(50)
so
q˜∗ ∼ −i√
2g sin p
2
(51)
Using the above expression we at once get the exponential term of the magnon
finite size corrections, justifying from a different point of view the estimate
(16) of section 3 :
e−iq˜∗L ∼ e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
L ≡ e−
2piJ√
λ sin
p
2 (52)
4Here we pick a solution lying closest to the physical line.
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where we identified L with J (we will come back to this point when discussing
general uniform light-cone gauges at the end of the paper).
We are now ready to evaluate the final nontrivial missing kinematical
factor in (40) namely ε′(q˜∗). To this end we have
ε′(q˜∗) =
4g2 sin q˜∗
2
cos q˜∗
2√
1 + 8g2 sin2 q˜∗
2
∼
√
2g
cos p
2
+O (1) (53)
Combining the above formula with the strong coupling expansion of the
derivative of ε(p) which can be calculated to be
ε′(p) =
4g2 sin p
2
cos p
2√
1 + 8g2 sin2 p
2
∼ g
√
2 cos
p
2
+O
(
1
g
)
(54)
we obtain finally
1− ε
′(p)
ε′(q˜∗)
∼ 1− cos2 p
2
= sin2
p
2
(55)
Putting together the above kinematical factors, the resulting formula for the
µ-term becomes
δεµa = −i · sin2
p
2
· e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
L · res
q∗=q˜∗
∑
b
Sbaba(q∗, p) (56)
We will now proceed to evaluate the residue of the forward S matrix at the
BPS pole.
The S-matrix contribution
We will concentrate on the finite size corrections to the magnon in the su(2)
subsector. The S-matrix has the following form
S(xq, xp) = S0(xq, xp) ·
[
Sˆ(xq, xp)⊗ Sˆ(xq, xp)
]
(57)
where Sˆ(xq, xp) is the su(2|2) invariant S-matrix while the scalar factor
S0(xq, xp) is expressed in terms of the dressing factor as
S0(xq, xp) =
x−q − x+p
x+q − x−p
1− 1
x+q x
−
p
1− 1
x−q x
+
p
· σ2(xq, xp) (58)
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We will leave the evaluation of the contribution of the dressing factor σ2(xq, xp)
to the next section, concentrating now on the remaining matrix structure.
The sum
∑
b
[
Sˆ ⊗ Sˆ
]ba
ba
(q∗, p) carried out for a in the su(2) sector becomes
(2a1 + a2 + 2a6)
2 (59)
where the ai’s are the coefficients introduced in [43], which parametrize the
su(2|2) S-matrix. The ones relevant for us are
a1 =
x−p − x+q
x+p − x−q
ηqηp
η˜qη˜p
(60)
a2 =
(x−q − x+q )(x−p − x+p )(x−p − x+q )
(x−q − x+p )(x−q x−p − x+q x+p )
ηqηp
η˜qη˜p
(61)
a6 =
x+q − x+p
x−q − x+p
· ηp
η˜p
(62)
In the above expressions there are certain phase factors which depend on the
choice of basis for multiparticle states. It will be crucial for us to use the
choice corresponding to the string frame of [43] which is
ηq
η˜q
= ei
p
2 ≡
√
x+p
x−p
(63)
ηp
η˜p
= e−i
q∗
2 ≡
√
x−q
x+q
(64)
Note that the phase factors are nonlocal – it is this feature that enables
one to have an untwisted Yang-Baxter equation. In the spin chain frame
corresponding to the original derivation of the su(2|2) S-matrix in [10] these
factors are equal to unity.
We thus have to calculate the residue
res
q=q˜
S0(q∗, p) · (2a1 + a2 + 2a6)2 (65)
at the BPS bound state pole. It is most convenient to factor out (x−q − x+p )
in the denominator and use the de l’Hospital rule to calculate
lim
q→q˜
(q − q˜) · 1
x−q − x+p
=
1
x−q
′ (66)
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The derivative x−q
′
can be evaluated to
x−q
′ ≡ dx
−
q
dq
=
i
4
e−i
p
2
(
1− eip)2 (67)
at the BPS bound state pole. The derivation of this formula is summarized
in Appendix A.
One can now insert the formulas (47-49) into the remaining part of the
expression to obtain, in the strong coupling limit
res
q=q˜
∑
b
Sbaba(q∗, p) =
4
√
2i
g · sin3 p
2
· eip · σ2(xq, xp) (68)
The phase eip is due to the ‘string frame‘ phase factors. It will be crucial to
cancel an analogous phase from the AFS part of the dressing factor. If one
would just use the BDS S-matrix for the su(2) sector only, the result would
be
res
q=q˜
SBDS(q∗, p) =
√
2i
g · sin3 p
2
(69)
The full expression for the µ-term finite size correction is
δεµa =
1
g
· 4
√
2
sin p
2
eip · σ2(xq, xp) · e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
L
(70)
while in the BDS case we get
δεµBDS =
1
g
·
√
2
sin p
2
· e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
L
(71)
It is interesting to compare the two expressions with the results for the finite
size magnon corrections (6) and Hubbard model calculation (7). In both
cases we obtain the correct exponential term which, as we saw, is expected
to be very generic. For the prefactors the situation is different. In the
case of the magnon, ignoring the dressing phase, we see that both the g
and p dependence are different. Thus we may expect crucial effects from
the dressing factor which we will evaluate in the following section. On the
other hand both the g and p dependence match exactly with the result of
Hubbard model. Only the overall numerical coefficient is different. This
is not completely unexpected since we considered only the BDS magnon
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subsector of the Hubbard model. It would be very interesting to perform a
similar computation with the full effective S-matrix and see whether one can
get an exact matching. We will not, however, consider this problem in the
current paper.
In the following section we will complete the calculation of (70) by eval-
uating the dressing factor σ2(xq, xp) at the position of the BPS bound state
pole.
The contribution of the dressing phase
It remains to evaluate the dressing phase factor at the position of the BPS
bound state pole. It has the general structure5
σ2(xq, xp) = e
2i(χ(x−q ,x−p )−χ(x+q ,x−p )+χ(x+q ,x+p )) (72)
where χ(x, y) = χ˜(x, y)− χ˜(y, x) is antisymmetric and defined through the
series expansion [15, 13]
χ˜(x, y) =
∞∑
n=0
1
gn−1BHL
χ˜(n)(x, y) (73)
where
gBHL =
g√
2
(74)
and
χ˜(n)(x, y) =
∞∑
r=2
∞∑
s=r+1
−c(n)r,s
(r − 1)(s− 1)
1
xr−1ys−1
(75)
with the coefficients c
(n)
r,s given by the BHL/BES choice
c(n)r,s =
(1− (−1)r+s)ζ(n)
2(−2pi)nΓ(n− 1) (r−1)(s−1)
Γ(1
2
(s+ r + n− 3))Γ(1
2
(s− r + n− 1))
Γ(1
2
(s+ r − n + 1))Γ(1
2
(s− r − n+ 3))
(76)
for n ≥ 2 and standard expressions for n = 0, 1. The term with n = 0 is the
celebrated AFS phase [11], the function χ(0)(x, y) can be resummed to
χ(0)(x, y) = − g√
2
(
1
y
− 1
x
)(
1− (1− xy) log
(
1− 1
xy
))
(77)
while n = 1 is the ‘1-loop’ HL correction [12]. We will first discuss these two
terms separately and then calculate the contribution of χ(n) with n ≥ 2.
5Where we took into account that χ(x−q , x
+
p ) = 0 at the BPS pole.
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AFS phase contribution
We can now substitute the expressions for x±q and x
±
p into (77) to obtain
σ2AFS(xq, xp) = −
g2
2
· e−ip · sin4 p
2
(78)
Let us note several salient features of this result. Firstly, there is a factor of
g2 which, when inserted into (70), gives the correct g scaling of the magnon
result. Secondly, the momentum dependence changes from Hubbard-like (7)
to the one of the magnon (6). Thirdly, there is an overall complex phase,
which is exactly canceled by the phase factor choice of the ‘string frame’ of
[25] in the S-matrix.
At this stage, both the g and p dependence are exactly as in (6). The only
difference is an overall numerical coefficient. We will find that the remaining
part of the dressing factor will only give a numerical coefficient.
HL phase contribution
The HL part of the dressing factor can be also resummed into a closed form
expression in terms of dilogarithm functions. Unfortunately it is quite com-
plicated to use these formulas for the evaluation at the BPS bound state
pole as these expressions have various branch cuts. One can fix the cuts by
comparision with the result of a direct calculation of the double sum defining
the HL phase factor. The latter calculation can in fact be done analytically
in the strong coupling limit and we present it in Appendix B. The result for
the contribution of the Hernandez-Lopez phase is thus
σ2HL(xq, xp) =
1
2
(79)
Putting together (78) and (79) we obtain at this stage
δεµa = −g ·
√
2 σ2n≥2(xq, xp) · sin3
p
2
· e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
L
(80)
while the string result (6) is
δεµa = −g ·
√
2
8
e2
· sin3 p
2
· e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
J
(81)
It remains to calculate the contribution of ‘higher-loop’ terms in the dressing
factor σ2n≥2(xq, xp).
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Contribution of χ(n) with n ≥ 2
Naively it may seem that χ(n) with n ≥ 2 should not contribute at strong
coupling, however this turns out not to be the case. At strong coupling x±q
and x±p are just at the edge of the radius of convergence of the appropriate
power series and approach a singularity which compensates the inverse power
of the coupling. Indeed, examining the resummed forms of χ˜(n)(x, y) for
n < 12 we see that there is a common structure appearing in the denominator:
χ˜(n)(x, y) =
. . .
gn−1(1− xy)n−1 (82)
Therefore for (x, y) = (x−q , x
−
p ) and (x, y) = (x
+
q , x
−
p ) the large inverse power
of the coupling constant is canceled by the second factor. We will thus obtain
a nonvanishing result at strong coupling for χ(n)(x, y) with x, y of the form
x = ei
p
2
(
1 +
a
gBHL sin
p
2
)
(83)
y = e−i
p
2
(
1 +
b
gBHL sin
p
2
)
(84)
As shown in Appendix C, it turns out that the odd terms do not con-
tribute χ(2n+1)(x, y) = 0 and the even ones give
χ(2n)(x, y) = i(−1)n (2n− 2)!
24n−2pi2n
ζ(2n)
1
(a+ b)2n−1
≡ χ(2n)(a + b) (85)
The remaining part of the dressing factor contribution is therefore
σ2n≥2 = exp
(
2i
∞∑
n=1
χ(2n)
(
1
2
)
− χ(2n)(1)
)
(86)
The above series turns out to be only asymptotic and as it stands is divergent.
However it can be resummed using Borel resummation which in this case
amounts to performing the following procedure on the sums appearing in (86)
∞∑
n=1
an =
∞∑
n=1
an
(2n− 2)! · (2n− 2)! =
∞∑
n=1
an
(2n− 2)! ·
∫ ∞
0
t2n−2e−tdt =
=
∫ ∞
0
( ∞∑
n=1
an
(2n− 2)!t
2n−2
)
· e−tdt (87)
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A Borel resummed sum of the asymptotic series is then defined by the last
expression: ∑
Borel
≡
∫ ∞
0
( ∞∑
n=1
an
(2n− 2)!t
2n−2
)
· e−tdt (88)
Performing the above procedure on the expression (86) we obtain
σ2n≥2 = exp
(∫ ∞
0
2− t
sinh t
2
t2
e−tdt
)
=
8
e2
(89)
where we checked the last equality numerically using Maple up to 200 digit
accuracy. We also proved this result analytically and we give the proof in
Appendix D.
We thus obtain finally
σ2n≥2 =
8
e2
(90)
which when inserted into (80) reproduces exactly the finite size correction
to the magnon dispersion relation at strong coupling (6). Let us note that
the agreement involves a contribution from all (even) loop orders in the
BHL/BES dressing factor and is thus a very nontrivial test of the proposed
expressions together with the Borel resummation procedure. It would be
very interesting to obtain the same result directly from the convergent sum-
mation/integral formulas in [13, 44, 20].
General a-gauges
Up till now we considered finite size correction to the magnon dispersion
relation evaluated in a gauge which is just one member (a = 0) of the family
of generalized light cone gauges where the density of
P+ = J + a(∆− J) ≡ J + aE (91)
is kept fixed on the worldsheet. Changing a, changes the behaviour of elemen-
tary degrees of freedom. However such physical properties as the spectrum of
energies, after one incorporates the level matching condition, should be inde-
pendent of a. Despite that, it is also interesting to see if one can also directly
understand the a-dependent properties of the elementary excitations.
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In [25] finite size corrections to the magnon dispersion relation were eval-
uated in an arbitrary a-gauge with the result:
δε = −g8
√
2
e2
sin3
p
2
· e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
J · e−ap cot p2 (92)
Let us see how this result is reproduced from the formalism of the present
paper. The S-matrix in an arbitrary a-gauge is related to the one in a = 0
gauge, which we considered up to this point, by a simple scalar factor:
Sa6=0(xq, xp) = e
−ia(εqp−εpq∗) · Sa=0(xq, xp) (93)
We will now evaluate this scalar factor. In the strong coupling limit εp ∼√
8g2 sin p
2
, while εq can be easily found from
εq =
√
2gi(x−q − x+q )− 1 ∼ −i cot
p
2
(94)
The momentum q∗ is
q∗ = −i log
x+q
x−q
∼ −i√
2g2 sin p
2
(95)
We thus see that from the change in the S-matrix we will get an additional
factor
e−ap cot
p
2 · e2a (96)
The first factor is exactly the a dependent correction to the magnon dis-
persion relation. The second factor will cancel with another source of a
dependence – namely the fact that the length of the string is no longer equal
to J but is rather L = J + aE. Therefore the exponential term will get
modified to
e
− 1√
2g sin
p
2
L ≡ e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
(J+εp) ∼ e−
1√
2g sin
p
2
J · e−2a (97)
Putting the above terms together we recover exactly (92).
6 Conclusions
The aim of the present paper was to derive a generalization of Lu¨scher for-
mulas for finite size corrections in relativistic quantum field theories which
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could be applied to the worldsheet integrable theory of the AdS5×S5 super-
string. In [26] it was suggested that such corrections, coming from virtual
particles going around the worldsheet cylinder are the string counterparts
of gauge theoretical wrapping interactions which go beyond the asymptotic
Bethe ansatz. The string theory point of view is very fruitful here as such
effects and corrections to the Bethe ansatz are inherent to the very structure
of quantum field theory of which the worldsheet theory is an example. This
is in contrast to the spin chain language where there seems to be no guiding
principle for incorporating wrapping interaction effects.
We have shown that generic exponential terms describe well the magni-
tude of various types of finite size corrections both at weak and at strong
coupling. The new result here is the very universal origin of the exponential
term in the finite size correction to the magnon dispersion relation which just
depends on the infinite volume dispersion relation.
We adapted the diagrammatic arguments of [27, 28] to derive the gener-
alized formulas for the F- and µ-terms, recovering in the course of derivation
the space-time interchange appearing as the motivation of the exponential
terms proposed in [26].
Finally we used the formula for the generalized µ-term to evaluate finite
size corrections to the giant magnon dispersion relation derived in [25, 35].
We found that the dressing factor had a crucial contribution and is respon-
sible for the difference in the finite size structure of the Hubbard and string
result. Moreover we found that we had to use the S-matrix in the so-called
string frame [43] in order to cancel a complex phase from the AFS dressing
phase.
We found that all even loop-orders of the BHL/BES dressing factor con-
tribute to the resulting expression, which after Borel resummation exactly
reproduces the result of [25] coming from a completely independent classical
string calculation.
Finally we considered the same calculation in a general a-gauge, again
reproducing exactly the result of [25].
It would be very interesting to apply the formalism of the present paper
to other cases, as well as to generalize it to multiparticle states. Ultimately,
one would like to obtain exact results valid for any J in analogy to similar
treatments for certain relativistic integrable field theories.
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A Evaluation of x−q
′
We have to compute the derivative of x−q w.r.t. the Euclidean energy q. It
turns out to be convenient to rewrite both quantities as functions of p and
evaluate
x−q
′
=
dx−q
dp
dq
dp
(98)
At strong coupling we may use formula (48) and get
dx−q
dp
∼ i
2
ei
p
2 (99)
The Euclidean energy q is related to ε(q∗) through q = iε(q∗), and the lat-
ter quantity has already been evaluated in terms of p in (94). Taking the
derivative
dq
dp
= − 1
2 sin2 p
2
(100)
we obtain finally
x−q
′
=
dx−q
dq
= −iei p2 sin2 p
2
=
i
4
e−i
p
2 (1− eip)2 (101)
B Evaluation of σ2HL(xq, xp)
In this section we want to derive
σ2HL(xp, xq) = e
2i(χ(1)(x−q ,x
−
p )−χ(1)(x+q ,x−p )+χ(1)(x+q ,x+p )) (102)
analytically. We start with the expression for c
(1)
r,s
c(1)r,s = −
(1− (−1)r+s)
pi
(r − 1)(s− 1)
(s + r − 2)(s− r) (103)
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which we substitute into (75) and introduce a new summation index 2k =
s− r − 1 to obtain
χ˜(1)(x, y) =
1
pi
∞∑
r=2
∞∑
k=0
1
2k + 1
1
y2k+1
zr−1
r + k − 1 (104)
where z = 1
xy
.
Firstly let us focus on χ(1)(x+q , x
+
p ). At strong coupling we have x
+
q =
x+p = e
ip
2 and
χ(1)(x+q , x
+
p ) = χ˜
(1)(x+q , x
+
p )− χ˜(1)(x+p , x+q ) = 0 (105)
For the two remaining terms z is close to 1 at strong coupling. Indeed we
have
z = 1− a+ b
gBHL sin
p
2
(106)
where a + b = 1 for (x, y) = (x+q , x
−
p ) and a + b =
1
2
for (x, y) = (x−q , x
−
p ).
Performing the summation over r in (104)
χ˜(1)(x, y) =
1
pi
∞∑
k=0
1
2k + 1
1
y2k+1
2F1(1, k + 1; k + 2; z)
k + 1
z (107)
and we can use relations for hypergeometric functions to change argument
z → 1− z and expand the result around 1− z = 0. Leaving only the leading
term we have
2F1(1, k + 1; k + 2; z)z ∼ −(k + 1) log(1− z) (108)
Using in addition the relation
∞∑
k=0
x2k+1
2k + 1
= arctanh x (109)
we get the final form of the function χ˜(1)(x, y)
χ˜(1)(x, y) =
−1
pi
log(
a+ b
gBHL sin
p
2
) arctanh(
1
y
) (110)
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which gives after the antisymmetrization
χ(1)(x, y) =
−1
pi
log(
a+ b
gBHL sin
p
2
)
(
arctanh(
1
y
)− arctanh(1
x
)
)
(111)
It is easy to notice that at the strong coupling we have y = 1
x
in the cases
which we consider. Using the well-known relation
arctanhw =
1
2
(log(1 + w)− log(1− w)) (112)
we derive
χ(1)(x, y) =
−1
pi
log(
a+ b
gBHL sin(
p
2
)
)
ipi
2
(113)
and finally
χ(1)(x−q , x
−
p )− χ(1)(x+q , x−p ) =
i
2
log(2) (114)
This gives the HL part of the dressing factor contribution at the BPS pole
σ2HL = e
2i i
2
log(2) =
1
2
(115)
C Evaluation of χ(n)(x, y) for n ≥ 2
In this section we want to derive χ(n)(x, y) for n ≥ 2 at strong coupling. Let
x, y be defined by the relations (57) and (58)
x = eip(1 +
a
gBHL sin
p
2
)
y = e−ip(1 +
b
gBHL sin
p
2
)
Let us start with the even terms. Substituting the expression for c
(2m)
r,s
into (49) and introducing a new summation index 2k = s− r − 1 we obtain
χ˜(2m)(x, y) =
=
1
g2m−1BHL
∞∑
r=2
∞∑
k=0
−2ζ(2m)
2(2pi)2mΓ(2m− 1)
Γ(k + r +m− 1)
Γ(k + r −m+ 1)
Γ(k +m)
Γ(k −m+ 2)
1
(xy)r−1y2k+1
=
−1
g2m−1BHL
ζ(2m)
(2pi)2mΓ(2m− 1)yW (
1
xy
;
1
y2
)
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where
W (z, w) =
∞∑
k=0
Γ(k +m)
Γ(k −m+ 2)w
k
∞∑
r=2
Γ(k + r +m− 1)
Γ(k + r −m+ 1)z
r−1 (116)
The second sum can be expressed as a hypergeometric function
∞∑
r=2
Γ(k + r +m− 1)
Γ(k + r −m+ 1)z
r−1 =
Γ(k +m+ 1)
Γ(k −m+ 3) 2F1(1, k +m+ 1, k −m+ 3, z)
At strong coupling, z = 1
xy
is close to 1. Indeed we have
z = 1− a+ b
gBHL sin
p
2
(117)
Using relations for hypergeometric functions we can change argument z →
1− z and expand the result around 1− z = 0. Leaving only the leading term
we get
2F1(1, k +m+ 1, k −m+ 3, z) ∼ Γ(k −m+ 3)Γ(2m− 1)
Γ(k +m+ 1)
(1− z)1−2m
Thus the sum over r is independent of k at strong coupling and equals
∞∑
r=2
Γ(k + r +m− 1)
Γ(k + r −m+ 1)z
r−1 ∼ Γ(2m− 1)
(1− z)2m−1 (118)
At this stage we have
W (z, w) =
Γ(2m− 1)
(1− z)2m−1
∞∑
k=0
Γ(k +m)
Γ(k −m+ 2)w
k (119)
Let us now focus on the remaining sum over k
∞∑
k=0
Γ(k +m)
Γ(k −m+ 2)w
k =
∞∑
k=0
(k +m− 1) · . . . · (k −m+ 2)wk−m+1wm−1
= wm−1
∞∑
k=0
d2m−2
dw2m−2
wk+m−1 = wm−1
d2m−2
dw2m−2
wm−1
1− w
= wm−1
Γ(2m− 1)
(1− w)2m−1
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Putting these results together and plugging in the relation (117), we have
χ˜(2m)(x, y) =
−Γ(2m− 1)
g2m−1BHL
ζ(2m)
(2pi)2m
1
( a+b
gBHL sin(
p
2
)
)2m−1
1
(y − 1
y
)2m−1
(120)
The leading term of the y expansion at strong coupling is equal to e−ip then
y − 1
y
= e−i
p
2 − ei p2 = −2i sin(p
2
) (121)
Summing up
χ˜(2m)(x, y) = iΓ(2m− 1) ζ(2m)
(ipi)2m
1
(a+ b)2m−1
1
24m−1
(122)
Analogously we can derive
χ˜(2m)(y, x) =
−Γ(2m− 1)
g2m−1BHL
ζ(2m)
(2pi)2m
1
( a+b
gBHL sin(
p
2
)
)2m−1
1
(x− 1
x
)2m−1
(123)
where x = eip in the leading approximation. Then
χ˜(2m)(y, x) = −iΓ(2m− 1) ζ(2m)
(ipi)2m
1
(a+ b)2m−1
1
24m−1
(124)
and we can see that functions χ˜(2m) are antisymmetric. At the end we get
the relation
χ(2m)(y, x) = iΓ(2m− 1) ζ(2m)
(ipi)2m
1
(a+ b)2m−1
1
24m−2
(125)
which is in perfect agreement with (85).
For the odd term analogical derivation can be done and the result is
χ˜(2m+1)(x, y) = −Γ(2m) ζ(2m)
(2pi)2m
1
( a+b
sin(p
2
)
)2m
1
(y − 1
y
)2m
= −Γ(2m) ζ(2m)
(2pi)2m
1
( a+b
sin(p
2
)
)2m
1
(x− 1
x
)2m
= χ˜(2m+1)(y, x)
thus the functions χ˜(2m+1) are symmetric and the contribution to the dressing
factor from the odd terms vanishes
χ(2m+1)(x, y) = 0 (126)
30
D Borel resummation of σ2n≥2
In this appendix we will perform a Borel resummation of the asymptotic
series
σ2n≥2 = exp
(
2i
∞∑
n=1
(χ(2n)(
1
2
)− χ(2n)(1))
)
(127)
where
χ(2n)(a+ b) = iΓ(2n− 1) ζ(2n)
(ipi)2n
1
(a+ b)2n−1
1
24n−2
(128)
Firstly let us assume that a+ b = 1
2
. Then
∞∑
n=1
(i
(2n− 2)!
22n−1
ζ(2n)
(ipi)2n
) = iℜ
( ∞∑
k=2
(
(k − 2)!
2k−1
ζ(k)
(ipi)k
)
)
=
Borel
= iℜ
( ∞∑
k=2
(
∫ ∞
0
(e−t
tk−2
2k−1
ζ(k)
(ipi)k
)dt)
)
Using the definition of the ζ function, ζ(k) =
∑∞
m=1 1/m
k we can rewrite the
last expression as
iℜ
(−1
2pi2
∫ ∞
0
(e−t(
∞∑
m=1
1
m(m+ it
2pi
)
))dt
)
= iℜ
( i
pi
∞∑
m=1
Γ(0,−2impi)
k
)
. (129)
where Γ(x, y) is the incomplete Γ function.
Analogously for a + b = 1 we get
∞∑
n=1
(i
(2n− 2)!
24n−2
ζ(2n)
(ipi)2n
) = iℜ
( i
pi
∞∑
m=1
Γ(0,−4impi)
k
)
. (130)
Then
σ2n≥2 = exp
(2
pi
ℜ(− i ∞∑
m=1
Γ(0,−2impi)− Γ(0,−4impi)
m
))
= exp
(2
pi
ℜ(i ∫ 2
1
log(1− e2ipit)
t
dt
))
=
= exp
(2
pi
ℜ(i ∫ 2
1
(
1
t
log(−16 sin(pit))dt− pi + 3pi
2
log(2)
))
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where
∫ 2
1
(1
t
ln(−16 sin(pit))dt is real-valued and well-defined integral and thus
does not contribute. In this way we obtain the final result
σ2n≥2 = exp(−2 + 3 log(2)) =
8
e2
(131)
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